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ABSTRACT

Cookies are considered a fundamental means of web application services for authenticating various Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests and maintains the states of clients’ information over the Internet. HTTP cookies
are exploited to carry client patterns observed by a website. These client patterns facilitate the particular client’s
future visit to the corresponding website. However, security and privacy are the primary concerns owing to the
value of information over public channels and the storage of client information on the browser. Several protocols
have been introduced that maintain HTTP cookies, but many of those fail to achieve the required security, or
require a lot of resource overheads. In this article, we have introduced a lightweight Elliptic Curve Cryptographic
(ECC) based protocol for authenticating client and server transactions to maintain the privacy and security of
HTTP cookies. Our proposed protocol uses a secret key embedded within a cookie. The proposed protocol is more
efficient and lightweight than related protocols because of its reduced computation, storage, and communication
costs. Moreover, the analysis presented in this paper confirms that proposed protocol resists various known attacks.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of state-of-the-art technology, the use of the Internet to access cloud services,
online shopping, and social networking sites is progressively becoming an everyday activity among
people. When a client visits a particular website for the first time, the website sends a cookie file along
with a unique client identifier and stores it in the client’s system. In order to obtain information about
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the client without requiring the re-entry of the same information, whenever the client next visits the
same website, the information of the client can be accessed using the stored cookie.

The website’s cookies operate in such a manner that they can be read by two methods. Firstly,
cookies are tied to HTTP requests and are recognized through the use of cookie headers. Secondly, they
can be explicitly requested through an Application Programming Interface (API) call by JavaScript
and sent to the server [1]. The cookies request-response mechanism amid the web client and server is
defined in the Fig. 1.

Figure 1: HTTP cookies request-response mechanism between web client and server

Conventionally, a cookie consists of numerous attributes, including value, name, path, expiration,
and domain. The value attribute is used to store a client’s personal information, such as the user’s
session ID, email address, and identification. The other attributes store unique information that can be
used to create customized web pages in the user’s browser. This unique information includes products
added to the cart or browsing history of a client on a shopping website. Moreover, web cookies are used
for the following: (a) cloud services, (b) saved shopping carts, (c) automatic logins, and (d) customized
web pages. Furthermore, to evade a hot-linking attack [2]. A session mechanism can also be used
with cookies. As the client excessively uses HTTP cookies. Cookies are transmitted across the Internet
without any security structure. An adversary can easily access the confidential information stored in
the “value” parameter through various cookie-stealing mechanisms.

Microsoft has identified existing security defects in Internet Explorer, where an adversary can
steal confidential information from cookies stored in the browser. Likewise, attacks (e.g., Cross-Site
Scripting (XSS)) can be launched to send malicious scripts to exploit the client’s web browser. These
malicious scripts can access any data in cookies stored by a client’s browser, and this information
can be used on the associated website. Additionally, cookies can be altered on some browsers, such
as Mozilla Firefox, through malicious websites. It is possible to modify the cookie’s parameters for
malicious objectives. For instance, the login session can be extended by modifying the expiration-
time parameter. The aforementioned security attacks highlight the problems of both the privacy and
integrity of cookies.

Although cookies are widely used by users, their hazardous nature has become a significant
concern. Recently, Microsoft has also observed a security deficiency in its Internet Explorer browser,
where an adversary can easily steal personal information from stored web cookies. Since the Internet is
a public communication channel, stored data can be easily accessed through eavesdropping. Any of the
cookie’s parameters can be tampered with for malicious purposes, such as using the session expiration
parameter to extend the duration of the login session. The above-mentioned threats to security are
caused by either of the following problems:
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• Cookie Confidentiality: In a cookie, personal information is exposed to eavesdropping when-
ever it is transmitted in plain text over the Internet. To ensure the privacy of the client, the value
of the content, except the server, should not be exposed to anyone.

• Cookie Integrity: Browsers store cookies, and these cookies are transmitted over the Internet
without any security features. Hence, to manipulate websites, clients, or servers, these cookies
are vulnerable to severe alteration.

The superiority of our proposed method is explained through comprehensive benchmarks demon-
strating enhanced security and efficiency compared to existing solutions. The need for this method
arises from its unique capability to secure HTTP cookies against evolving cybersecurity threats, thereby
providing a robust solution where traditional protocols fall short.

1.1 Motivation and Contributions

The communication between a web client and server over public channels exposes sensitive data
to various security threats, necessitating a robust security framework for cookie storage infrastructure.
A critical review of existing authentication protocols reveals significant security flaws, particularly in
areas of confidentiality, integrity, and resistance to common cyberattacks such as session hijacking and
XSS. To address these vulnerabilities, we introduce a secure and lightweight authentication protocol
based on ECC.

Our primary contributions to this research work are as follows:

1. We propose an ECC-based protocol that authenticates client-server transactions securely,
leveraging the computational efficiency and lower resource requirements of ECC.

2. Our protocol enhances the privacy of HTTP cookies by maintaining strict confidentiality and
integrity, setting a new standard in secure communication.

3. It is designed to resist the major security attacks that have compromised previous protocols,
offering substantial security benefits and remaining robust yet lightweight.

4. Performance comparisons with existing protocols demonstrate that our proposed solution
achieves significant reductions in communication, computation, and storage costs, thereby
addressing efficiency concerns effectively.

This work not only mitigates known vulnerabilities but also introduces innovative features that
differentiate our protocol from existing solutions, making it a pioneering approach in the field of web
security.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review the related protocols for cookies. We investigate various cookie protocols,
and after analyzing their flaws, we presented an efficient cookie protocol. There are significant
limitations are shown in the protocol [3]. Firstly, high-level confidentiality is not offered in their
protocol. Second, security against cookie replay attacks are not presented in their protocol. Third,
their protocol does not use any procedure for key updating. A cookie protocol is presented by [4] in
which a set of inter-dependent cookies are used, e.g., a password cookie, name cookie, life cookie, and
a sealed cookie. This protocol does not offer the approach for the confidentiality of cookies.

A survey on web tracking was conducted with cookies by [5]. The information and functionality
leaked to adversaries who intercept users’ cookies are scrutinized by [6]. In 2018, a side-channel
attack was presented [7] against HTTPS that worked by injecting cookies. These studies illustrate the
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significance of avoiding injecting attacks and cookie hijacking. Various studies have examined security
problems related to cookies [8,9]. Cookie confidentiality is not offered by protocol and cookie integrity
is also not provided by the protocols [10,11], and only integrity and confidentiality are discussed in
the protocols [12–14].

After scrutinizing the protocols, we noticed a common problem the integrity of cookies is not
verified by browsers before users start browsing the Internet. Internet protocol based communication
methodologies are yet considered to be the most critical selection for setting up the Internet of
Things environment [15–17] and SG’s networks covering buildings, homes, and more prominent
neighborhoods also. The selection of Internet protocols based Smart Grid communications that every
smart appliance like television sets, dishwashers, heaters, air conditioners, etc., and smart meter have
their own IP addresses and help in quality Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) schemes for remote
management.

The application of power system security using bidirectional RNN-based network anomalous
attack detection in cyber-physical systems. The relevance of our cookies security discussion as it
highlights the use of advanced security techniques to protect critical infrastructure. Similarly, our
cookies security protocol employs advanced methods to ensure the integrity and security of cookies,
which are crucial in maintaining the security of web sessions in internet communications [18].

The studies of [19] highlight the importance of anomaly detection in securing communication sys-
tems, which is directly applicable to our cookies security protocol. However, reference [20] emphasizes
the necessity of authorizing only legitimate communications, a principle that underpins our approach
to ensuring the integrity and security of cookies. By employing advanced methods to detect anomalies
and authorize communications, our protocol aims to mitigate potential cyber threats, ensuring a secure
browsing experience for users.

However, already developed IP-based communication systems, e.g., the Internet, are distinctly
possible problems by controlling information and notable delay-sensitive data, and also a wide
range of possible malicious attacks, like denial of service attacks, replay attacks, and traffic analysis.
So, Internet Protocol (IP) based Smart Grid communications will also be considered vulnerable to
security problems. As a consequence, it is necessary to develop Smart Grid communication protocols
properly to control all possible security threats. Additionally, not all entities may be trusted in Smart
Grid communication. It is required for Smart Grid communication that the entities participating in
communication are authenticated whether they are verified and exact if SG communication is utilizing
IP-based protocols [21].

Finally, as a resultant, the SG communication framework would be considered an adequate
verification mechanism [22–26] so that malicious client is might not able to compromise the privacy or
secrecy [27–31] of the information sharing amid the supplier and client [32,33]. Current technologies
in Content Delivery Networks (CDN) [34] and smart meters like Advanced Metering Infrastructures
(AMI) lead to secrecy concerns because they rely upon centralizing consumption information of the
client at smart meters. According to the Netherlander ruling, they concern about the privacy of mobile
computing [35–38], fog computing [39], and smart meters [40].

Chachra et al. [41] discuss how affiliate marketing networks provide a structure that connects
independent marketers seeking compensation with merchants looking for customers. This interaction
occurs when a client visits a site and the browser sends a request containing a cookie to the affiliate
network via a tracking pixel. Should the client then purchase goods, the merchant compensates the
affiliate network, which in turn pays the independent marketer. Adversaries exploit this mechanism by
inserting their own cookies into clients’ browsers—a tactic known as cookie stuffing. This fraudulent
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activity diverts revenue intended for legitimate marketers. The paper provides a measurement-based
classification of these cookie-filling scams in online marketing, analyzing the types of affiliates and
networks targeted, and the specific fraud tactics employed. It also notes that larger networks are more
frequently targeted than smaller, merchant-run affiliate programs. The methodology outlined in the
paper is designed to meticulously analyze and measure the performance and operational strategies
of large affiliate programs such as Rakuten LinkShare, ShareASale, HostGator Affiliate Program,
Amazon Associates Program, CJ Affiliate, and ClickBank. Our approach involves a systematic
identification process starting with the targeted merchant, moving through the affiliate network, and
down to the specific affiliate ID.

The initial step in our methodology is the identification of the cookies and URLs used by affiliates.
This is achieved by gathering online information and, where necessary, by registering with the affiliate
programs to gain firsthand data. Each Publisher ID is uniquely linked to an Affiliate ID, facilitating a
clear and organized tracking system. Further refining our tracking process, we utilize Google Chrome’s
extension, Afftracker. This tool enhances our ability to accurately track and associate each Affiliate
ID with the domain of the corresponding merchant. By doing so, we can effectively dissect and
understand the flow of traffic and the attribution of sales to respective affiliates. This methodical
approach not only helps in pinpointing the performance metrics of each affiliate program but also aids
in understanding the dynamics between merchants and affiliates, providing a comprehensive overview
of affiliate marketing practices across different platforms.

In light of the prevalence of affiliate marketing and the potential risks associated with it, such
as cookie stuffing fraud, the above-proposed strategy, based on the Secure Key Exchange Protocol
for HTTP Cookies, was carefully examined for its confidentiality and proficiency. By conducting a
comparative analysis with existing literature and techniques from relevant investigations, our study
sought to address the pressing need for enhanced security measures in cookie management. The
results of our investigation revealed that the proposed cookies protocol not only mitigates the risks
associated with fraudulent activities such as cookie stuffing but also significantly improves the overall
security and effectiveness of cookie handling in web browsing environments. These findings underscore
the importance and superiority of our proposed method in comparison to existing approaches,
highlighting its potential to provide robust protection against evolving threats in online advertising.

3 Preliminaries

In the current section, we explained the notation table and basics of cryptography, such as hash
function, ECC, ECDLP, and CDHP. Furthermore, the adversarial model is described to know the
abilities of the A.

3.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

The basics related to ECC used throughout the research are illustrated in this subsection. ECC is
based on any chosen real elliptic curve such as Ep(a, b) : y2 = x3 + ax + b mod p. Whereas, a, b ε Zp

and 4a3 +27b3 mod p �= 0 for any large prime number p. The curve is defined by the integers (a, b). The
points (x, y) over Ep(a, b) should verify the previous ECC equations. Repetitive addition is achieved
through scalar multiplication defined as uV = V + V + V + V + V + . . . + V (u times), where V is a
point over Ep(a, b) also uεFp. Moreover, the same level of security is provided by ECC as compared to
traditional key cryptography such as DSA and RSA with smaller key size [42].
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3.1.1 Discrete Logarithm Problem Aimed at Elliptic Curve (ECDLP)

Two specific random points V , XεEp(a, b), calculate a scalar u such that V = uX . The chances of
A that he can compute u in t (polynomial time) is stated as: ADV Hash

A (t) = Prb
[
A (V , X) = x : xεZp

]
.

The assumptions of ECDLP states that ADV ECDLP
A (t) ≤ ε.

3.1.2 Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP)

Let C be a cyclic group of order p with generator c and two arbitrary numbers α, βεZ∗
p .

Computationally it is absurd to compute cαβ on the input (c, cα, cβ). In other words, an attacker
A has advantage δ in solving the Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP) in (C, p, c) if:
Pr [A (c, cα, cβ) = cαβ ≥ δ] where the probability is taken over the arbitrary choices, βεZ∗

p and number
of bits consumed by the attacker A.

3.2 Hash Function

A deterministic mathematical technique known as a Collison-Resistant one-way hash function,
or h : (0, 1)

∗ → Z∗
p , takes variable length inputs and creates fixed length outputs, such as b bits.

The term ADV Hash
A (rt) refers to an adversary’s advantage in locating a hash collision in run time rt.

Then ADV Hash
A (rt) = Prb

[
(k1, k2) εZpA : (k1) = h (k1) �= h (k2) , h (k1) = hk2

]
, where the probability

of random event X is Prb[X], and the the pairs (k1, k2) εZp, indicates that the input k1 and k2 are
randomly chosen by A. An (ε, rt)-adversary A attacking the collision resistance of h(.) means that the
run time of A is at most rt and that ADV Hash

A (rt) ≤ ε.

3.3 Adversarial Model

In this subsection, we present the adversarial model as defined in [43], capabilities of the A, based
on protocol security definition are as follows:

1. During communication between entities, A has full access to the communication channel
(public channel).

2. A can intercept, modify and replay the message or information sent on the communication
channel.

3. A can be a legal client on the network.
4. The dynamic identity of the client can be extracted by A.
5. Server is considered secure and A cannot extract server’s private key.
6. A can find out previous shared session keys.

4 Proposed Protocol

This section provides a detailed description of our proposed protocol based on ECC. Where a
client sends a pseudo-identity to the server to be registered himself, the server sends a message with
parameters for completion of registration. After completion of the registration process, the client sends
a login request message. Receiving a request message, a server transmits parameters with a challenge
request message, and after that, when all authentication gets completed, the session key is shared to
start the services between server and client. An operational procedure and comparison with other
related protocols are also provided.

The proposed protocol consists of three major phases as described in below subsections. Primarily,
we used both random numbers and time stamps for protection against several attacks. The notations
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are listed in Table 1 and description and analysis of the proposed protocol are presented in Proposed
Protocol.

Table 1: Notation table

Notations Description

IDu Identity of client
S Secret key of server
P Base point of the elliptic curve Ep(a, b)

Cu1 Non sensitive information
Cu2 Sensitive information
h(.) Hash functions
SK Shared session key between client and server
‖ Concatenation
⊕ XoR operation
A An adversary
au, ru Random numbers of client
E, B, C Variables
T 1, T 2, T 3, T 4 Current time stamps
Client Server
Registration Phase
Selects IDu

Generate a random number ru

and compute PIDu = {h(IDu||ru} {
IDu,PIDu

}

−−−−−−−→
Stores PIDu in its database
Compute Ai = h(PID||s)
Generate Pk = sp{

issues Aj,Pk

}

←−−−−−−−−−
Client stores Ai and Pk for
further uses
Login and Authentication Phase
Selects au B = auPk = ausP
C = h(Ai ‖auP‖ T1)

{PIDu, B, C, T1}−−−−−−−−−−→
Check time stamp T2 − T1 ≤ ΔT
abort if not equal
auP = s−1B
C ?= (h(PIDu‖s) ‖auP‖T1)

Session aborts, if above equation not verified
Generates Cu1 and Cu2

E = auP ⊕ Cu2

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Notations Description

{E, Cu1, T3)}←−−−−−−− SK = (h((PIDu‖s)‖auP‖T3

Check time stamp T4 − T3 ≤ ΔT abort if not fresh
Cu2 = auP ⊕ E
SK ?= (Ai‖auP‖Cu2‖T 2)

A detailed description of the above phases is given as follows.

4.1 Registration Phase

In this section, we present the client registration process with the server. Following steps are
executed, once a client initiates a registration request:

REG Step 1: The client selects an identity IDu that will be unique to get services from the server,
generates a random client number ru and computes PIDu = {h(IDu||ru} where PIDu is the pseudo-
identity of a client that is generated by concatenation of identity and random number ru of the client
which is protected with one-way hash function to make secure in order to make client’s identity
anonymous. Then the client sends both IDu and PIDu over a secure channel to get himself registered
with the server to get services from the server.

REG Step 2: Server stores the PIDu in its database for the later usage and computes Ai = h(PID||s)
where concatenation of PIDu and secret key s by hash function.

REG Step 3: After calculation of Ai, the secret key multiply with a large prime number and make
a copy as Ai = sP; at the end of the registration phase, the server returns a pair (Ai, Pk) to the client
and the client keeps this pair for further usage.

4.2 Login and Authentication Phase

This section presents the login and authentication phase of the proposed scheme, which is also
summarized in Proposed Protocol.

LA Step 1:

The client selects a random number au and calculates an equation B = auPk = ausP for s.
Furthermore, stored parameters Ai, auPk and time stamp T 1 in the client’s database, he computes an
equation in the following manner C = h(Ai| |auP| |T1). After the calculation of the above equation,
the client transmits the request message containing PIDu, B, C, and T 1 to the server for login over a
public channel.

LA Step 2:

After the successful receiving of message request containing {PIDu, B, C, T1}, the server checks the
time stamp T2−T1 ≤ ΔT to check the freshness of message. The server calculates auP = s-1B. Otherwise,
if the time stamp is not fresh, the session will be abandoned. Then server computes and verify C ?=
h(h(PIDu ‖s)‖auP‖T1). If this verification is not authenticated, then the session will be aborted right
here; otherwise, the server generates cookies Cu1 and Cu2. Where, Cu1 is non sensitive information
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and Cu2 is sensitive information. Then calculates the equation E = auP ⊕ Cu2 that becomes an
unknown value. After that, creates a session key SK through the equation SK = (h((PIDu||s)||auP||T3.
Calculated parameters E, Cu1, and T 3 send to the client so that he can check whether the server is
trusted or not.

LA Step 3:

In order to authenticate the receiving challenge message from the server containing E, Cu1, T 2 the
client checks the time stamp T4 − T3 ≤ ΔT . Client computes Cu2 = auP ⊕ E. Otherwise, the session
time will be aborted if the time stamp is not fresh. After calculations of the above values, the client gets
checks the session key SK ?= h (h(PIDu||s) ||Cu2||auP||T3). This procedure outlines the method by which
a session key is securely shared between the client and server. Once the session key is established and
mutual authentication is confirmed, the client is authorized to access services provided by the server.

5 Security Analysis

In Section 5, we provide a quick overview of both formal and informal security evaluations. These
introductory remarks lay the groundwork for the full examination of the security characteristics and
effectiveness of our suggested protocol in the following subsections.

5.1 Information Security Analysis

The correctness and security of the proposed scheme are shown in the current section. Analysis
of this scheme shows its robustness, improving the effectiveness of security and defense from different
kinds of attacks, which are discussed in given below.

5.1.1 Ensuring of Mutual Authentication

The mutual authentication between client and server is ensured as following steps. The server
authenticates the client by checking C ?= h (h(PIDu||s) | |auP| |T1).h(PIDu||s) and auP are needed to
calculate C successfully by A. The computation of h(PIDu||s) and auP imply the secret key s of the
server, which is not known by A. So, only the legal server can authenticate the client. Likewise, the
client authenticates server by computing SK ?= Ai||auP||Cu2||T2), A needs to calculate the Ai to get
access but it requires secret key s of server. Furthermore, adversary is unable to compute Cu2.

5.1.2 Providing Client Anonymity

Anonymity and privacy are considered significant features during making an authentication
protocol. If anonymity is revealed to any A, the client’s information, like location, social circle,
moving history, and priorities, can be accessed by A. In the registration phase, the client calculates
PIDu = {h(IDu||ru)} applying a hash function on the concatenated values of a random number ru

and IDu. The pseudo-identity PIDu of the client is transmitted to legal sever instead of PIDu in login
message PIDu, B, C, T1. Each successful authentication session executes a new pseudo-identity, PIDu.
Additionally, the client generates a session-specific random integer au that prevents an adversary from
determining if two independent sessions are initiated by the same or separate clients. Therefore, our
protocol makes each client’s privacy and anonymity possible.

The conditions of anonymity:

(i) The identity of the client should not be leaked.
(ii) It should not determine that the same client initiated two different sessions.
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So, both conditions of anonymity are fulfilled in this protocol. This protocol ensured the
anonymity of the client.

5.1.3 Defense against Client Impersonation Attack

If an adversary A wants to impersonate a legal client, then he must have to issue an authentic and
valid login request message {PIDu, B, C, T1}. So, for the calculation of PIDu = {h(IDu||ru)}, A requires
client’s identity. Similarly, for the calculation of C = h(Ai||auP||T1), A requires the correct value of
Ai = h(PID||s) which is possible to compute by having the private key of the server. Because the
identity and secret key of the server are not known to A, our protocol can be considered more secure
for defense against client impersonation attacks.

5.1.4 Defense against Server Impersonation attack

If A desires to impersonate an authentic server, then he must have to generate an authentic
challenge message {E, cu2, T3} }. For calculation of E = auP ⊕ Cu2, it requires auP = s−1B, which is
possible to compute by having the private key of the server. So, it is clear that our proposed protocol
is secured against server impersonation attacks.

5.1.5 Defense against Man-in-Middle Attack

If A can calculate the authentication restriction between client and server, and the man-in-middle
attack will be possible. If A has values B and C, he can be able to pass an authentication check.
Similarly, he can also pass an authentication check of the legal server if A contains the server’s secret
key s. Due to the above checks, A cannot get all the mentioned calculations, so authentication checks
cannot be passed. So, the proposed protocol facilitates the feature against man-in-middle attacks.

5.1.6 Providing Perfect Forward Secrecy

Perfect forward secrecy is an important need for designing an authentication protocol. It makes
assure that the secrecy of already used previous session keys remains secure in case a long-term
private key, password, or session key of any participant is revealed. In our presented protocol, every
shared key SK = (h((PIDu||s)||auP||T3) contains the session specific random number au produced by
server. Similarly, SK ?= Ai||auP||Cu2||T2) contains the session specific random number au produced by
the client. So, if a shared or long-term private key is revealed, already-used session keys cannot be
compromised.

5.2 Formal Security Analysis

In this subsection, the proposed protocol is evaluated formally using the random oracle model:
Security Proof: In order to understand the security strength of our protocol, two types of security
requirements, like, integrity and authentication based on the Random Oracle Model (ROM), are
discussed here. For this purpose, the following definitions are considered:

Security Proof: A is a person who is not registered with a system. But, A has knowledge of all the
messages which are being transmitted over a public channel.

Theorem T1: Authentication property under the assumption of a hash function is being satisfied.

Proof: In order to get access to the system, the client must enter values like IDu and random number
ru as per the presented protocol. IDu can be known by A easily but he is unable to know the random
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number ru, because it is only known by client. At the time of login, client inserts au and computes:

B = auPk = ausP (1)

C = h(Ai| |auP| |T1) (2)

Furthermore, upon receiving the challenge message, the subsequent value is computed:

Cu2 = auP ⊕ E (3)

and check SK ?= Ai||auP||Cu2||T2) is performed to determine the client’s legitimacy. This check will be
passed only if the client has inserted valid credentials. Moreover, there is no way for A to know the
secret parameters of the client.

Theorem T2: The proposed protocol is secured against integrity attacks under a secure hash
function in ROM with polynomial time.

Proof: Integrity property of all transmitted messages must be satisfied to prove the correctness
of the message. In our proposed protocol, the client transmits message {PIDu, B, C, T1} to the server
over a public channel. So, A can try to intercept and modify the message {PIDu, B, C, T1} In order to
deal with this issue and to maintain the integrity of the message, the concept of a secure hash function
is used. Whereas the secure hash function is an irreversible function. On the server side, the server
computes the following:

auP = s−1B (4)

and determines C ?= h (h(PIDu||s) | |auP| |T1) to confirm the integrity of the message received from the
client. If this condition holds, then it means that the received message is correct and not modified, but
if this condition fails, then it means that the message is intercepted and modified by A. In this case, the
server discards the message immediately. So, this is the way the receiver can guess the correctness of the
message transmitted over a public channel. Thus, the proposed protocol is secured against integrity
attacks.

6 Performance Analysis

In this section, we state the performance of the proposed protocol. The explanation and imple-
mentation of the proposed and related protocols are given below:

Cryptographic-operations (TSM , TOWH , TAE, TPA, TPM , TSE, TSD, THMAC, TAD, T⊕, Ts||) are imple-
mented in Ubunto utilizing PyCrypto library, with an 8.0 GB RAM and 2.60 GHZ processor with
core i7 using Python programming-language. This verification protocol executed 10 times with the
same suppositions by average time. Operations (T⊕) and (Ts||) take less execution time. So, these
operations are not included in the computations of total time. The operation TOWH(.) takes 0.00070 ms
for execution while Tpm takes 0.0020 ms for point multiplication. The running time of cryptographic
operations is described in Table 2.

Table 2: Time for cryptographic operations

Notation Description Required time in ms

TSM Exhibits running time for ECC scalar multiplication 0.0240
Towh Exhibits running time for one-way hash function 0.00070

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Notation Description Required time in ms

TAE Exhibits running time for modular exponentiation 0.0040
TPA Exhibits running time for point addition 0.0030
TPM Exhibits running time for point multiplication 0.00201
TSE Exhibits running time for symmetric key encryption 0.0250
TSD Exhibits running time for symmetric key decryption 0.0100
THMAC Exhibits running time for hash-based message

authentication code
0.0341

TAD Exhibits running time for asymmetric key decryption 0.0025

Moreover, Tables 3 and 4 present computational, storage, and communication costs of the
proposed protocol in contrast to relevant protocols [44–48] as follows.

Table 3: Aggregated computation cost

Protocol Computation cost

Proposed work 6Towh(.) + 9Tpm = 0.00222 ms
Mahmood et al. [44] 5TSM + 5Towh(.) + 1TPA = 0.1265 ms
Wazid et al. [45] 26Towh(.) + 4TSM = 0.1142 ms
Eftikhari et al. [46] 26Towh(.) + 6TSM + 3TPA = 0.1712 ms
Wu et al. [47] 21Towh(.) + 6TSM = 0.1587 ms
Chen et al. [48] 19Towh(.) = 0.0133 ms

Table 4: Aggregated communication and storage cost

Protocol Communication cost Storage cost

Proposed work 1312 bits 672 bits
Mahmood et al. [44] 1600 bits 320 bits
Wazid et al. [45] 3392 bits 1536 bits
Eftikhari et al. [46] 4704 bits 768 bits
Wu et al. [47] 5376 bits 832 bits
Chen et al. [48] 2208 bits 928 bits

6.1 Comparisons of Communication Cost

Fig. 2 refers to the comparison summary of aggregated calculated communication costs between
relevant and proposed protocols.
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Figure 2: Comparisons of communication cost between proposed and related protocols

The reserved bits are considered for timestamps, identity, point addition, and point multiplication
are specified as 160 bits, encryption/decryption 128 bits, and hash takes 256 bits. Based on these
assumptions, it is observed that calculations are presented in Table 4 for the sake of storage and calcu-
lation cost for proposed and relevant protocol [44–48]. It presents the trade-off between performance
and confidentiality, whilst the proposed protocol proposes extra-aided confidentiality features.

6.2 Comparisons of Computation Cost

The comparison summary between related and proposed protocol The computation cost is
presented in the Fig. 3 and is depicted in Table 3 as well. The list of relevant and proposed protocols
is marked vertically, while the required time in milliseconds for computation is marked horizontally in
the graph. It is observed easily that the proposed protocol takes less time than a few relevant protocols
for analysis.

Figure 3: Comparisons of computation cost between proposed and related protocols
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6.3 Comparisons of Storage Cost

The storage costs for both related and proposed protocols are systematically compared in Fig. 4
and Table 4.

Figure 4: Comparisons of storage cost between proposed and related protocols

The graph in Fig. 4 displays the required bits for storage vertically, with the related and pro-
posed protocols labeled horizontally. Notably, the proposed protocol allocates more bits for storage
compared to various relevant protocols. This increased storage requirement stems from its advanced
confidentiality features, which enhance the overall security of the protocol.

Upon detailed analysis of the data presented in Tables 3–5, it becomes clear that the commu-
nication, computation, and storage costs associated with our protocol are substantially lower than
those incurred by many existing protocols in the field. This indicates a significant improvement in
efficiency and resource management. Additionally, the proposed protocol not only meets standard
security requirements but also introduces advanced security features that provide superior protection
and robustness compared to other protocols that address similar issues.

Table 5: Confidentiality features: Comparison summary between proposed and relevant protocols

Protocol→Security features↓ Proposed Mahmood
et al. [44]

Wazid
et al. [45]

Eftikhari
et al. [46]

Wu et al. [47] Chen
et al. [48]

Impersonation attack Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Replay attack Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Client anonymity Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Perfect forward secrecy Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Man in middle attack Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
Mutual authentication and
key agreement

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Denial of service attack Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

This enhanced security aspect makes our protocol a more reliable and attractive option for
deployment in environments requiring stringent security measures.
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7 Conclusion and Future Directions

Our conclusion has been enhanced to better summarize the key findings, including the identi-
fication of various issues such as cost, privacy, and security challenges in cookie management and
online transactions. We introduced an ECC-based lightweight, secure, and efficient key agreement
authentication protocol designed to tackle these problems through secure cryptographic operations.
Our free study evaluating the security of this protocol and a detailed comparative analysis of
computation, communication, and storage costs demonstrate its superior efficiency and security over
existing protocols. Additionally, we acknowledge the limitations of our research, particularly in the
scalability of the protocol across diverse environments, and recommend future studies to explore this
area further.

In the future, we will focus on improving cookie security in affiliate marketing to offer strong
protection against unwanted tracking and data breaches. We want to create standards that protect
user data while ensuring transparency and compliance in affiliate networks.
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